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Permafrost
A literary journal published by the
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Permafrost is the farthest north literary journal
in the world and is published annually by the
graduate students in the UAF Department of
English. For submission information and
subscription rates, visit www.alaska.edu/english/
permafrost or email fbpfrost@uaf.edu.

Fiction
February 2012
276 p. 6 × 9
978-1-60223-138-2
978-1-60223-156-6 (ebook)
Cloth $22.95

The City
Beneath
the Snow
Stories

The final collection of stories by award-winning writer Marjorie
Kowalski Cole, The City Beneath the Snow is a portrait of
contemporary Alaskans, their interactions, and their foibles. These
stories reveal the moral decisions that lurk at unexpected corners
in daily life as the characters confront a world at once magical
and ordinary, joy-filled and tragic. Together, they give the reader
an intimate portrait of a people and place more often portrayed
through wilderness specials and reality adventure shows.

Marjorie Kowalski Cole
Marjorie Kowalski Cole (1953–2009) was an accomplished writer
of both fiction and nonfiction. She is the author of Correcting the
Landscape and A Spell on the Water, and her essays on travel,
writing, and environmental issues have been published in the Los
Angeles Times, Poets & Writers, American Poetry Review, and others.
“Cole’s characters live, work, and struggle in interior Alaska,
and she depicts life here with a keen eye and with compassion.
We see the daughter of a Fairbanks junkyard owner, struggling
with her isolation. We meet a bartender at Circle Hot Springs
who’s also a certified nurse’s assistant at Fairbanks Memorial
Hospital. We watch a marriage strained nearly to breaking after
a young daughter drowns in the slough. We see an alcohol
abuse counselor and a pilot trying to find their way after a
brief sexual encounter. These are the inner lives, revealed with
care and with skill, the true material of good literature.”—
Peggy Shumaker, Writer Laureate of Alaska

Praise for A Spell on the Water:
“This novel had me rapt. I couldn’t put it down, couldn’t wait
to finish—some stories should be like this—like life. I am so
impressed with Cole’s craft, her wisdom, the way she can hold
whole worlds of relationship and conflict in the palm of her
hand as a writer.”— Barbara Kingsolver

Poetry
February 2012
72 p. 6 × 9
978-1-60223-159-7
978-160223-160-3 (ebook)
Paper $14.95

The poems included in The Rabbits Could Sing delve
farther into territory that Amber Flora Thomas visited
in her prize-winning book Eye of Water, showing
even more clearly how “the seam has been pulled so
far open on the past” that “the dress will never close.”
Here, the poem acts not as a body in itself but as a
garb drawn around the here and now. Loss, longing,

The Rabbits
Could Sing
Poems

and violation are sustenance to a spirit jarred from
its animal flesh and torn apart, unsettling the reader
with surprising images that are difficult to forget. The
poems in The Rabbits Could Sing invite the reader
into a world thick with the lush bounty of summer in
the Far North, where the present is never far from
the shadow of the past.

Amber Flora Thomas
Amber Flora Thomas is the author of Eye of Water:
Poems, and her poems have appeared in Callaloo,
Orion Magazine, Alaska Quarterly Review, American
Literary Review, Southern Poetry Review, and Crab
Orchard Review, among other publications.
“Thomas has such a fine eye for details that even
the ordinary task of carrying shopping bags into
the house is made marvelous by her attention
to the heft of groceries . . . . The redeeming
fact Thomas comes back to time and time again
is that our life is ours and it is made better
by the attention it can be paid.” — Eloise Klein
Healy, author of The Islands Project: Poems For
Sappho and Artemis In Echo Park

Poetry
February 2012
76 p. 6 × 9
978-1-60223-157-3
978-160223-158-0 (ebook)
Paper $14.95

This collection of poetry is inspired by the author’s
lineage as an Iñupiaq Eskimo woman with family
from King Island and Mary’s Igloo, Alaska. The poems’
syncopated cadences and evocative images bring to
life the exceptional physical and cultural conditions of
the Arctic and sub-Arctic that have been home to her
ancestors for tens of thousands of years, while the
poems’ speakers refer to an indigenous identity that
has become increasingly plural.
The author’s perspective as a Native person affords
her unique insight into the relationship with place
and self, which she applies in her consideration of
the arctic landscape and to questions of adaptation

The Cormorant
Hunter’s Wife

and resilience. Kane’s work refers to the Iñupiaq oral
tradition, and while in some poems she continues
to revisit, rewrite, and revise traditional narratives
that are suited to the lyric form, she moves beyond
narrative retelling, honoring the legacy of imagination
that has sustained Iñupiaq people for millennia.
Joan Kane
Joan Kane is a poet who lives in Anchorage.

“This is an Alaska writer to watch, to read, and to
savor, one who expands the minds and hearts of
her readers.”— Peggy Shumaker, Writer Laureate
of Alaska, and author of Gnawed Bones and Just
Breathe Normally

Art/Biography
April 2012
176 p., 10 color plates 6 × 9
978-1-60223-165-8
978-160223-166-5 (ebook)
Paper $24.95

Ted Lambert is regarded as one of the premier Alaska artists, a true
pioneer. Born in 1905 and raised in the Chicago area, Lambert moved
to Alaska in 1925 and went to work as a miner near McCarthy. He held
several jobs, predominantly working at a copper mine and mushing
dogs—first for adventure, and then as a mail carrier.
Lambert left Alaska in 1931 to study art for a year at the American
Academy of Art in Chicago, then moved to Seattle, where he began a
mentorship under Eustace Ziegler, with whom he traveled throughout Alaska
and painted. Eventually Lambert settled down in Fairbanks, where he stayed
for twenty years and solidified his reputation as a painter and an artist.

Ted Lambert
The Man Behind
the Paintings

But in 1960 he disappeared from the remote cabin he was living in at
Bristol Bay. No trace of his body was ever found, but among the effects
rescued from his last home was a memoir of his early days in Alaska.
Presented here and never before published, these memoirs reveal Lambert
as a keen and intelligent observer and relay the adventure story of a
young man who would become one of Alaska’s most important artists.

By Ted Lambert, Edited and with an Introduction
and Epilogue by Lew Freedman
Lew Freedman is the author of numerous books about Alaska. A former
long-time resident of the state, he is the former sports editor of the
Anchorage Daily News. He currently writes a weekly column for Alaska
newspapers.
“For those unfamiliar with Lambert’s artwork, [this book] will serve
as an introduction to his art, in the course of providing a readable,
insightful, highly personal look at the character of an important
region of Alaska at a time when the life he depicts was rapidly
changing and about to disappear.”—Kesler Woodward, author of
A Northern Adventure: The Art of Fred Machetanz

Law
June 2012
600 p. 6 × 9
978-1-60223-175-7
978-160223-176-4 (ebook)
Paper $85.00 (short discount)

Now in its third edition, Alaska Natives and American
Laws is still the only work of its kind, canvassing federal
law and its history as applied to the indigenous peoples
of Alaska. Covering 1867 through 2011, the authors offer

Alaska
Natives and
American
Laws
Third Edition

lucid explanations of the often-tangled history of policy
and law as applied to Alaska’s first peoples. Divided
conceptually into four broad themes of indigenous rights
to land, subsistence, services, and sovereignty, the book
offers a thorough and balanced analysis of the evolution
of these rights in the forty-ninth state.
This third edition brings the volume fully up to date, with
consideration of the broader evolution of indigenous
rights in international law and recent developments on
the ground in Alaska.

David S. Case, David A. Voluck
David S. Case represented Alaska Native tribal,
corporate, and municipal legal interests for over thirty-six
years, four of which he spent as an attorney for the
Department of the Interior in the Office of the Alaska
Regional Solicitor, concentrating on Alaska Native affairs.
David Avraham Voluck is a magistrate for the Central
Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska and
a visiting professor of Indian law for Lewis & Clark Law
School’s Summer Indian Law Program.
“For the lawyer and scholar fortunate enough to
be involved in the complexities of the Alaska Native
experience, this book is absolutely necessary.”
— Monroe Price, Alaska Law Review

History/Transportation
April 2012
300 p., 25 halftones, 2 maps 6 × 9
978-1-60223-169-6
978-1-60223-170-2 (ebook)
Paper $24.95 (specialist discount)

Breaking Ice
for Arctic Oil
The Epic Voyage of
the SS Manhattan
Through the
Northwest Passage

In 1969, an icebreaking tanker, the SS Manhattan, was
commissioned by Humble Oil to transit the Northwest Passage in
order to test the logistical and economic feasibility of an all-marine
transportation system for Alaska North Slope crude oil. Proposed
as an alternative to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, the Manhattan made
two voyages to the North American Arctic and collected volumes
of scientific data on ice conditions and the behavior of ships in ice.
The Manhattan ultimately demonstrated the impracticality of moving
crude oil using icebreaking ships.
Breaking Ice for Arctic Oil details this historic voyage, establishing
its significant impact on the future of marine traffic and resource
development in the Arctic and setting the stage for the current oil crisis.

Ross Coen, Foreword by Lawson Brigham
Ross Coen works at the Alaska Center for Energy and Power at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks. He has published numerous
articles on Alaska and arctic history in the Northern Review, Alaska
Magazine, Alaska History, and other publications.
“A great read—well organized, well written, and fully
referenced—providing many lesser known details about
SS Manhattan’s history and the role it played in the Alaska
pipeline debate.”—Shelagh D. Grant, author of Polar Imperative

“For close to a thousand years, mankind has sent explorers
north to find shorther sea routes between the continents.
The resources of the Arctic are drawing shippers now—for oil
and gas, minerals and tourism. Ross Coen's thrilling account of
the voyages of the SS Manhattan foretell today's challenges
and opportunities.”—Mead Treadwell, Lt. Governor of Alaska and
former chair, U.S. Arctic Research Commission

Biography
May 2012
550 p., 120 halftones, 2 maps 6 × 9
978-1-60223-173-3
978-160223-174-0 (ebook)
Paper $29.95

Boots, Bikes, and Bombers is an intimate
biography of Ginny Hill Wood, a pioneering Alaska
conservationist and outdoorswoman. Born in
Washington in 1917, Wood served as a Women’s
Airforce Service Pilot (WASP) in World War II and flew
a military surplus airplane to Alaska in 1946. Settling
in Fairbanks, she went on to co-found Camp Denali,
Alaska’s first wilderness ecotourism lodge; helped

Boots, Bikes,
and Bombers
Adventures of Alaska
Conservationist
Ginny Hill Wood

start the Alaska Conservation Society, the state’s first
environmental organization; and applied her love of
the outdoors to her work as a backcountry guide and
an advocate for trail construction and preservation.
An innovative and collaborative life history, Boots,
Bikes, and Bombers is a valuable contribution to the
history of Alaska as well as a testament to the joys
of living a life full of passion and adventure.

Edited by Karen Brewster
Karen Brewster is a research associate with the Oral
History Program at the Elmer E. Rasmuson Library,
University of Alaska Fairbanks. She is the author of
The Whales, They Give Themselves: Conversations
with Harry Brower, Sr.

History
April 2012
300 p., 75 halftones, 5 maps 6 × 9
978-1-60223-167-2
978-1-60223-168-9 (ebook)
Paper $24.95 (specialist discount)

From the turn of the twentieth century in interior
Alaska, dog team mail carriers were charged with
maintaining the trail systems and carrying the mail
until they were replaced in the late 1930s and
’40s by airplane mail service. With the advent and
widespread adoption of aviation, many of the trails
were abandoned, and a generation of rural Alaskans
has now grown up with few ties to the overland
trail system that supported their grandparents and
inspired modern traditions such as the world-famous
Iditarod Race.

On Time
Delivery
The Dog Team
Mail Carriers

In addition to chronicling the history of this unique
postal service, On Time Delivery pays tribute to the
men who carried the mail and the families who
supported them, and considers the changing nature
of how people experience the country where they
live and how this is affected by the systems of
communication and transportation upon which they
depend.

William Schneider
William Schneider was the curator of oral history
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks from 1981 until
his retirement as professor emeritus in 2011. He is
the editor of many books and the author of So They
Understand: Cultural Issues in Oral History.

History/Economics
March 2012
250 p., 50 halftones, 2 maps 6 × 9
978-1-60223-171-9
978-1-60223-172-6 (ebook)
Paper $29.95 (specialist discount)

After its rudimentary beginning in 1749, fur farming
in Alaska rose and fell for two centuries. It thrived
during the 1890s and again in the 1920s, when
rising fur prices caused a stampede for land and
breed stock and led to hundreds of farms being

Fur Farms
of Alaska
Two Centuries of
History and a
Forgotten Stampede

started in Alaska within a few years. The Great
Depression, and later the development of warm,
durable, and lightweight synthetic materials during
World War II, brought further decline and eventual
failure to the industry as the postwar economy of
Alaska turned to defense and later to oil. Fur Farms
of Alaska brings this history to life by capturing the
remarkable stories of the men and women who
made fur their livelihood.

Sarah Crawford Isto
Sarah Crawford Isto was born and raised in
Fairbanks and practiced medicine in Juneau for
twenty years. Now retired, she continues to live and
write in Juneau. She is the author of Good Company:
A Mining Family in Fairbanks, Alaska.
“For more than 200 years ‘soft gold’ brought
many people to Alaska. Fur farming was Alaska’s
third-largest industry in the 1920s, and Sarah
Isto writes of the many efforts, successes, and
ultimately of the fur farming industry’s failure.
This well-researched history contextualizes
current fox elimination projects on Alaska
islands and explains the abandoned pens one
stumbles across. This is a story that has long
needed to be written.”— Joan M. Antonson,
Alaska State Historian

Anthropology
May 2012
346 p., 25 halftones, 3 maps 6 × 9
978-1-60223-161-0
978-1-60223-162-7 (ebook)
Paper $34.95 (specialist discount)

Mission of Change is an oral history describing

Mission of
Change
Conversations with
Father René Astruc
and Paul Dixon
on Their Work
with Yup’ik People,
1950–1988

various types of change—political, social, cultural,
and religious—as seen through the eyes of Father
Astruc and Paul Dixon, non-Natives who dedicated
their lives to working with the Yup’ik people.
Their stories are framed by the author’s analytic
history of regional changes, together with current
anthropological theory on the nature of cultural
change and the formation of cultural identity. The
book presents a subtle and emotionally moving
account of the region and the roles of two men, both
of whom view issues from a Catholic perspective yet
are closely attuned to and involved with changes in
the Yup’ik community.

Edited by Ann Fienup-Riordan
Ann Fienup-Riordan is a cultural anthropologist
who has lived and worked in Alaska since 1973. In
2000, she received the Alaska Federation of Natives
President's Award for her work with Alaska Natives.

History
June 2012
320 p., 193 color plates, 14 maps 7 × 10
978-1-60223-163-4
978-1-60223-164-1 (ebook)
Paper $24.95

The history of the Arctic is rich, filled with fascinating
and heroic stories of exploration, multicultural
interactions, and humans facing nature at its most
extreme. In Finding the Arctic, accomplished arctic
researcher Matthew Sturm collects some of the
most memorable and moving of these stories and
weaves them around his own story of a 2,500-mile
snowmobile expedition across arctic Alaska and
Canada.

Finding
the Arctic

History and Culture
Along a 2,500-Mile
Snowmobile Journey
from Alaska to
Hudson’s Bay

During that trip, Sturm and six companions followed
a circuitous route that brought them to many of
the most historic spots in the North. They stood in
the footsteps of their predecessors, experienced
the landscape and the weather, and gained an
intimate perspective on notable historical events,
all chronicled here by Sturm. Written with humor
and pathos, Finding the Arctic is a classic tale of
adventure travel. And throughout the book, Sturm,
with his thirty-eight years of experience in the North,
emerges as an excellent guide for any who wish to
understand the Arctic of today and yesterday.

Matthew Sturm
Matthew Sturm is a leader in the Arctic climate
change research community and has led over
twenty-five expeditions in the Arctic and Antarctic.
He is the author of Apun: The Arctic Snow, also
published by the University of Alaska Press.

New Distributed Titles

Photography/Nature
February 2012
160 p., 148 color plates,
6 maps, 1 figure 12 × 12
978-1-56612-164-4
Cloth $35.00

Sea Life of the Aleutians
An Underwater Exploration

In the nearshore waters of Alaska’s remote and pristine Aleutian Islands is an
astoundingly diverse and beautiful undersea world that is captured here for the
first time, through color photographs taken by research divers. The photographs in
this book convey the awe-inspiring experience of the divers as they encountered
the spectacular beauty of the underwater Aleutians ecosystems. Together with
an accompanying text that provides natural history information and an overview
of the geography, geology, and oceanography of the 1,200-mile archipelago, the
images are a powerful vehicle for science education, making apparent the need to
preserve the region’s natural splendor.

Reid Brewer, Héloïse Chenelot, Shawn Harper, and
Stephen Jewett. Foreword by Sylvia Earle
Reid Brewer is an associate professor at the University of Alaska Fairbanks School
of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences and an agent of the Alaska Sea Grant Marine
Advisory Program. Héloïse Chenelot is a research technician at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences. Shawn Harper
is a diving instructor, dive medic, and crewmember at the Catalina Hyperbaric
Chamber. Stephen Jewett is a research professor at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks Institute of Marine Science, School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.
Published by Alaska Sea Grant, Distributed by University of Alaska Press
“The waters of the Aleutian Islands are home to species representing most of
the major divisions of the earth’s animals, plants, and microbes. Beautifully
illustrated are a dozen major animal forms, from sponges and anemones, to
arthropods, echinoderms, mollusks, and fishes. Thanks to these intrepid authors,
anyone who wishes to experience the world of the living treasures that grace
the depths along the Aleutian Islands can vicariously do so.” —Sylvia Earle,
Chairman of Deep Ocean Exploration and Research, and Explorer in Residence,
National Geographic Society

New Distributed Titles

Indigenous
Peoples and
Languages
of Alaska
(map)

This exquisitely illustrated and extensive map charts the peoples and
languages of Alaska natives. The author, who founded the Alaska
Native Language Center at the University of Alaska Fairbanks and
directed it until 2000, was responsible for assembling the archive
of Alaska Native language documentation and has for more than
two decades worked to bring the world’s attention to the enormity
of the language endangerment crisis. A central contribution to the
field of Alaska studies, Indigenous People and Languages of Alaska
offers a unique geographic perspective and reflects the most updated,
contemporary research. It will serve as an essential resource for
Native and linguistic researchers.

Michael Krauss, Gary Holton, Jim Kerr, and Colin T. West
Linguistics
January 2012
1 map 49 × 33
978-1-55500-113-1
Folded $15.00

Michael Krauss is professor emeritus of linguistics, University of
Alaska Fairbanks.
Published by Alaska Native Language Center
Distributed by University of Alaska Press
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Ice Floe II

North by 2020

International Poetry of the
Far North

Perspectives on Alaska’s
Changing Social-Ecological
Systems

Edited by Shannon Gramse and Sarah Kirk

$20.00 paper
978-1-60223-148-1
978-1-60223-149-8 (ebook)

Edited by Amy Lauren Lovecraft and
Hajo Eicken

Bong Hits 4 Jesus

Cold Flashes

A Perfect Constitutional Storm
in Alaska’s Capital

Literary Snapshots of Alaska

James C. Foster

$21.95 paper
978-1-60223-093-4
978-1-60223-094-1 (ebook)

$29.95 paper
978-1-60223-089-7
978-1-60223-090-3 (ebook)

Finding Mars
NED ROZELL

$22.95 paper
978-1-60223-122-1
978-1-60223-123-8 (ebook)

Popular Backlist Titles

$70.00 paper (specialist discount)
978-1-60223-142-9
978-1-60223-143-6 (ebook)

Edited by Michael Engelhard

The Archaeology of North
Pacific Fisheries
Edited by Madonna L. Moss
and Aubrey Cannon

$45.00 paper (specialist discount)
978-1-60223-146-7
978-1-60223-147-4 (ebook)

Common Interior Alaska
Cryptogams
Fungi, Lichenicolous Fungi,
Lichenized Fungi, Slime Molds,
Mosses, and Liverworts
Gary A. Laursen and Rodney D. Seppelt

$26.25 paper
978-1-60223-058-3
978-1-60223-109-2 (ebook)

I Think Again of Those
Ancient Chinese Poets

Alaska Trees and Shrubs
Second Edition

Tom Sexton

Leslie A. Viereck and Elbert J. Little, Jr.

$14.95 paper
978-1-60223-119-1
978-1-60223-120-7 (ebook)

$24.95 paper
978-1-889963-86-0
978-1-60223-132-0 (ebook)

Old Yukon
Tales, Trails, and Trials: Memoirs
of Judge James Wickersham
James Wickersham
edited by Terrence Cole

$29.95 paper
978-1-60223-051-4
978-1-60223-113-9 (ebook)

A Woman in the
Polar Night
Christiane Ritter
Introduction by Lawrence Millman

$19.95 paper
978-1-60223-100-9

Outside in the Interior
An Adventure Guide for
Central Alaska
Kyle Joly

$19.95 paper
978-1-889963-99-0

Outside Passage

A Place of Belonging

Plants That We Eat

A Memoir of an Alaskan
Childhood

Five Founding Women of
Fairbanks, Alaska

Nauriat Nigġiñaqtuat

Julia Scully

Phyllis Demuth Movius

$15.95 paper
978-1-60223-129-0
978-1-60223-131-3 (ebook)

$17.95 paper
978-1-60223-064-4
978-1-60223-110-8 (ebook)

$24.95 paper
978-1-60223-074-3

Words of the Real People

Once Upon an
Eskimo Time

Alaska Native Literature
in Translation
Edited by Ann Fienup-Riordan
and Lawrence D. Kaplan

$21.95 paper (specialist discount)
978-1-60223-004-0
$49.95 cloth (short discount)
978-1-60223-005-7

Edna Wilder

$17.95 paper
978-1-60223-056-9
978-1-60223-114-6 (ebook)

Anore Jones

Looking for
the best of
our backlist?
Find the
perfect book by
browsing our
diverse selection
of recently
published titles
and all-time
backlist
favorites.

The Thousand-Mile War
World War II in Alaska
and the Aleutians
Brian Garfield

$24.95 paper
978-0-912006-83-3
978-1-60223-117-7 (ebook)

Popular Backlist Titles

Popular Backlist Titles

Gwich’in Athabascan
Implements
History, Manufacture, and
Usage According to Reverend
David Salmon

Alaska Native Art
Tradition, Innovation, Continuity
Susan W. Fair

$32.95 paper
978-1-889963-82-2

Alaska Native Cultures
and Issues
Responses to Frequently
Asked Questions
Edited by Libby Roderick

$12.95 paper (specialist discount)
978-1-60223-091-0
978-1-60223-092-7 (ebook)

Thomas A. O’Brien

$45.00 paper
978-1-60223-144-3
978-1-60223-145-0 (ebook)

My Wrangell Mountains

Flight of the Golden Plover

RUedi homberger With Original Art by
Jon Van Zyle, Essays by Jona Van Zyle,
and a Foreword by Chris Larsen

The Amazing Migration Between
Hawaii and Alaska

Raven and River
Nancy White Carlstrom, With
Illustrations by Jon Van Zyle

$11.95 paper
978-1-60223-150-4

$50.00 cloth
978-1-60223-136-8
$35.00 paper
978-1-60223-137-5

Debbie S. Miller, With Illustrations by
Daniel Van Zyle

Arctic Sanctuary

The Changing Arctic
Landscape

The Aleutian Islands
of Alaska

Ken D. Tape

Living on the Edge

Images of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge
Jeff Jones and Laurie Hoyle

$55.00 cloth
978-1-60223-088-0

Popular Backlist Titles

$11.95 paper
ISBN 978-1-60223-151-1

$35.00 cloth
978-1-60223-080-4

Edited by Kenneth F. Wilson and Jeff
Richardson

Photography by Kenneth F. Wilson
$45.00 cloth (specialist discount)
978-1-60223-045-3
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The Alaska Literary Series publishes poetry, fiction, and
literary nonfiction. Featured here are the very first titles in
the series. Get your copy today or collect the whole set!

The City Beneath
the Snow
Stories
Marjorie kowalski cole

The Rabbits Could Sing
amber flora thomas

The Cormorant
Hunter's Wife
Joan kane

